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Tentickle Stretch Tents are recognized inter-
nationally as one of the most innovative stretch 
tent manufacturers, constantly redefining the 
possibilities of bedouin-style tents. Our organic 
stretch tent fabrics are manufactured in Cape 
Town by a team of specialists with many years of 
experience. Our focus is to provide durable tent 
structures with low impact on the surrounding 
environment. We use only the latest welding and 
in-house-produced seam sealing technologies 
to guarantee endurance and uncompromising 
quality.

GO GLAMPING!

We have developed a brand-new and ingenious 
tenting solution that is designed specifically 
towards the luxury camping market. The re-
sult is a revolutionary fusion of technology and 
style – a bespoke product combining the leading 
edge Tentickle Tentflex FR fabric with a fully 
enclosed floor and customisable side walls in a 
combination of rip stop canvas, mosquito netting 
and clear PVC.

UV RESISTANT 100% WATERPROOF FIRE RETARDANT

The durable stretch tent roof is 100% 
waterproof, UV-resistant, fire-retardant and 
withstands wind of up to 45 knots. The Teflon
coated Tentflex FR fabric at 770g per square 
metre has become very popular for semi 
permanent installations due to its long term 
waterproofing capability even in the harshest 
weather conditions. 

For extreme hot and sunny countries, we have 
developed a double roofing system by adding 
shade cloth about 80cm above the Tentflex 
fabric. This keeps the tent cool during the day 
and allows for a relaxing lunch time snooze 
inside the tent and generally extends the lifetime 
of the structure. 

Tentickle Bespoke Luxury Tents offer a 
compre- hensive & eco-friendly solution for 
alternative accommodation to suit any 
environment.

» Suitable for semi permanent installations

   or fly camping

» Fully enclosed with customisable side  

   walls & PVC ground sheet

» 100% bug free living environment

» Quick and easy transport & setup

» Optional double roofing

» Panoramic views

» Wind- and weather proof

» Zero environmental impact

» Minimally invasive installation

» Structures with exceptional longevity

» Worldwide rigging and service support

BESPOKE

LUXURY TENTSGLAMPING

A FUSION OF GLAMOUR AND CAMPING 

Experience the great outdoors without 

sacrificing luxury!



THE 

LUXURY 

GLAMPER



SPECIFICATIONS

THE LUXURY GLAMPER with its landscape 
layout and large windows across the entire 10.2 
metre front is perfectly suited for venues set 
against a mountain or by the lake- or seaside. 

The generous inside space allows for limitless 
customisable configurations. 

Create a luxurious junior suite with bedroom, 
en-suite bathroom and separate lounge or a 
family suite with interconnecting bedrooms. 
Set up a production office or reception area or 
transform the Luxury Glamper into a Boutique 
restaurant with sheltered inside and outside 
dining areas. 
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VERSATILITY IS KEY!

» 127 m² waterproof roofing
» 46 m² fully enclosed living environment
» Inside pole height: 3.8m
» Setup time: 6 hours with 5 riggers
» 1 - 2 spacious rooms with large windows
» Ensuite bathroom with space for shower,        
   basin and toilet
» Large shaded & waterproof front veranda
» Optional double roofing



THE 

ECO GLAMPER

SPECIFICATIONS

» 83 m² waterproof roofing
» 25 m² fully enclosed living environment
» Inside pole height: 3.5m
» Setup time: 4-5 hours with 4 riggers
» Spacious bedroom with large windows
» Ensuite bathroom with space for shower,        
   basin and toilet
» Shaded & waterproof front veranda
» Optional double roofing 

THE MOST ECONOMIC GLAMPER of our 
range offers ideal accommodation for a couple or 
a small family. The bedroom strikes with scenic 
views through large windows and offers ample 
space for a double bed, a wardrobe, an extra bed 
or a small lounge area.

With no component longer than 2.5m, the Eco 
Glamper is very compact and fits onto the back 
of most utility vehicles. It can be setup 
wherever a 4 × 4 can go to offer your guests 
exlusive accommodation in places where no one 
has ventured before. 

Because of its light weight, easy installation and 
transport, the Eco Glamper is ideally suited to 
fly camping and seasonal camps, especially in 
inaccessible areas.

Double or twin room setup
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SPECIFICATIONS

» 108 m² waterproof roofing
» 40 m² fully enclosed living environment
» Inside pole height: 3.5m
» Setup time: 4-5 hours with 4 riggers
» Spacious bedroom with large windows
» En-suite bathroom with space for shower, basin and toilet
» Shaded & waterproof front veranda
» Optional double roofing 

The Eco Glamper is currently available in two sizes. The ECO 

GLAMPER PLUS is 15 square metres bigger with ample space 
for two extra beds or a spacious lounge area with tea station.

Family room setup

THE 

ECO 

GLAMPER plus



THE 

360° PANO 

GLAMPER



SPECIFICATIONS

» 130 m² waterproof roofing
» 65 m² fully enclosed living environment
» Inside pole height: 3.8m
» Setup time: 6 hours with 5 riggers
» Single large hexagonal space
» All around large windows
» All around shaded and waterproof veranda
» Optional double roofing 

THE 360° PANO GLAMPER sets the 
standard for true luxury camping. It is defined by 
its unique hexagonal footprint which allows for 
360° uninterrupted panoramic views. 

Create an inspiring, luxurious setting in the 
great outdoors - wether an executive suite, a 
dining room, a reception lounge or ceremony 
venue for weddings, conferences and exhibitions, 
a yoga and meditation shala or an extravagant 
lounge. The 360° Pano Glamper offers limitless 
configurations.

Like the other tents in our range, it can be easily 
transported and set up in just a few hours. 
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REDEFINING  

LUXURY CAMPING

COLOUR RANGE

TENTFLEX FR

CHINO GREYBROWN

The durable stretch tent roof is 100% 
waterproof, UV resistant, fire retardant and 
withstands wind up to 45 knots. The side walls 
are made of high grade rip stop canvas, treated 
with an anti-fungal and waterproof coating. 

The optional double roofing system, made of 
90% density shade cloth, prevents the sun from 
directly heating the tent fabric and thereby 
minimizes the heat radiation into the tent - ideal 
for camps in tropical climates. 

The large panoramic windows and full size doors 
are tailored and placed according to your interior 
layout. The mosquito netting is rubber coated to 
ensure strength and durability. Close the 
windows with roll-up canvas blinds or optional 
clear PVC windows for cooler climates. 

Strategically positioned air vents encourage 
efficient airflow, allowing hot air to exit in 
warmer regions and preventing condensation in 
colder weather. 

Moving inside, it’s all about continuity. The high 
grade lightweight aluminium support poles are 
powder coated in chino, brown or grey to match 
the colour of the tent fabric. The unique plug-in 
pole system ensures that repeat 
installations won’t damage the integrity of the 
poles. No drilling is required. 

Only superior quality velcro and zippers are used 
to guarantee a 100% bug-free environment.

The structure is engineered for exceptional 
stability. The modular design means that most 
repairs can be carried out onsite without taking 
the entire structure down, therefore causing 
minimal disruption to your operation.

Tentickle’s range of luxury tents are quickly 
redefining what camp operators may expect from 
luxury stretch tent manufacturers. 

Backed by German inspired manufacturing 
standards, our tent fabrics have been 
scientifically developed and proven to be hard 
wearing, durable and long lasting. They are not 
only goodlooking and functional, but also built 
to withstand the elements.



OUR 

COMPANY
WE DELIVER WORLDWIDE

Our well established network of global 
distributors provides shipment and delivery of 
our tents to customers in most regions across the 
world. 

The experienced team at our South African 
manufacturing facilities has built up years of 
expertise regarding import and export legisla-
tion of many countries worldwide, ensuring that 
shipping logistics run smoothly. 

We ensure correct handling and packaging for 
air- or seafreight and overcome most transport 
related infrastructure challenges for you to re-
ceive your tent timely and in pristine condition.

GLOBAL RIGGING & SUPPORT

Years of experience in developing and erecting 
our stretch tent structures around the world 
have enabled us to develop a seamless, efficient 
and hassle free rigging process. 

While camp operators will find our tents rela-
tively easy and quick to set up, our network of 
agents and experienced rigging teams is always 
ready to support and advise - either with the 
initial camp setup or with the training of your 
own crew. 

We strive to not only market our extraordinary 
tents but also to build lasting working 
relationships with our customers.

In only 15 years Tentickle has become the 
leading innovator and global pioneer in the 
tenting industry. Extensive investment in 
research and development and training of our 
expert team culminated in our industry changing 
bespoke luxury tent solutions. 

With experienced agents across the world, 
collectively speaking over 20 languages, we 
minimise communication challenges and 
maximise service. With roots firmly 
established in your local area, we have an 
extensive knowledge of local weather conditions 
and their impact on your business as a camp 
operator - whether you operate a safari lodge 
in Africa, or a luxury eco camp in Europe, Latin 
America or Australasia. 

TENTICKLE  

WORLDWIDE

T E N T I C K L E  T A N Z A N I AWE’VE GOT YOU COVERED



T E N T I C K L E  T A N Z A N I A
 info@tentickletanzania.com · www.tentickletanzania.com

Tel: +255 777 893 220 or +255 777 001 692

Zanzibar · Tanzania


